
Pits & Perils Reference 
ROLL 2D6 FOR ALL TASKS. 

9+ for success on combat rolls. 
7+ for success on other rolls. 

 

CHARACTER GENERATION 

Gain Ability, roll 2d6. p. 5 

2D6 ABILITY ACTIONS LIMITS OTHER DETAILS 

2 Strength Bend bars, lift gates Humans Only Attempt feats of strength 

3-4 Intelligence Know legends, lore X Recall facts about game world 

5 Dexterity Climb walls, stealth X Maybe not w/ metal armor, shields 

6-7 Wisdom Detect lies, find clues X Empathy, intuition, lie detection, notice 

8 Constitution Withstand adversity X Health, swim/hold air, resist disease/poison 

9-10 Charisma Lead, persuade, lie Elves, Humans Affect others (Henchmen/Hirelings p.23-26) 

11-12 Any 2 (Choose) X X  

Dwarves rolling Strength or Charisma must take Constitution. Elves rolling Strength must take Wisdom. 
 

Choose Class and Race. p. 6 

CLASS 
MAX 

ARMOR 
WEAPONS SPECIAL ABILITY 

OTHER DETAILS 
(Everyone speaks human language) 

Cleric Any Non-Edged Turn undead, get Faith Points Cannot be neutral 

Dwarf Any Any 
+1 saves, +2 v. crafted traps 

Identify dangerous underground 
construction/hazards 1-2 in 6 

Lawful, 4’ tall, see 30’ in the dark 
unless spoiled by light, speak 

dwarven and human languages 

Elf Chain Any 
Cast spells as 1st level magician, 
detect magic (1-2 in 6) w/in 30’ 

Neutral, 5’ tall, nearly immortal, 
 Speak elven, human, woodsy critter 

Fighter Any Any +1 to attack dice, better hp  

Magician None Dagger, Staff Cast spells, create magic items Use magic staves and wands 

Thief Leather Dagger Disarm traps, pick locks, stealth 
Can’t be lawful, get Dexterity ability 

auto, can have it twice for +1 

Clerics, fighters, magicians, and thieves are human. Dwarven and elven clerics only interact with their kind. 
 

Choose a Side. p. 8 Lawful, Neutral, Chaotic. Choose Name and Gender. p. 13 
 

Choose Armor & Equipment. p. 10 Start with 1 backpack, 1 bedroll, 1 week rations, 1 weapon, and 1d6 x 10 gp. 
 

Encumbrance. p. 11 Wear armor & shield and carry 10 items small enough to put in a backpack or hang on a belt. 
Carry up to 1,000 coins. (Jewelry is too light to count.) Any more is too much and the character cannot function. 
 
 CHARACTER ADVANCEMENT 1-4 p. 12 

CLERICS  DWARVES  ELVES 

EXP LVL HP FP  EXP LVL HP  EXP LVL HP SP 

0 1 8 1  0 1 9  0 1 6 2 

150 2 10 1  220 2 11  300 2 7 2 

300 3 12 2  440 3 13  600 3 9 2 

600 4 14 2  880 4 15  1,200 4 12 2 
 

Leveling may be instant or require return to civilization to apply, referee choice. Only gain 1 level max at a time. 
 

FIGHTERS  MAGICIANS  THIEVES 

EXP LVL HP  EXP LVL HP SP  EXP LVL HP Thieves get the Dexterity ability. 
Every 3 levels they get +1 to 

stealth, picking locks, traps, etc. 
 

+1 level 1, +2 level 4, +3 level 7 

0 1 10  0 1 5 2  0 1 7 

200 2 12  250 2 6 2  120 2 8 

400 3 14  500 3 8 4  240 3 10 

800 4 16  1,000 4 11 4  480 4 13 
 

Languages. Common human (spellcasters). Wild Man. Dwarf (gnomes and redcaps). Elf (fairies and woodland 
critters). Ghoul. Giant. Kobold. Merman. Ogre. Orc.  

 Learn basics of a language upon leveling, if trained. Proficient 3 levels later. 
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 ARMOR & WEAPONS p. 11 

ARMOR MOVE HP RESTRICTIONS COST NOTES 

None 50’ X X  Note hit points/armor, like 10/3 
Removing armor removes hp, but does 

not take the character below 1 
Leather 40’ +1 X 10 gp 

Chainmail 30’ +2 No stealth, swim ½ speed 30 gp 

Plate Mail 20’ +3 No swim, stealth, thieving 50 gp Water—roll each round, -1 per, fail: -1 hp 

Shield X  +1 No bows or 2 handed weapons 10 gp Stacks with other armor 
 

Weapons. Two-handed weapons (longbows, heavy crossbows, big melee weapons) inflict +1 damage. 
 

 Time & Movement p. 20 
 

 1 Turn is 10 minutes. Move 120’ assuming caution, looking for traps and enemies. In the open, 240’ per turn. 
o After 5 turns of movement/activity, rest 1 turn, or cumulative -1 to all rolls for each turn after. 
o Armor speed only matters in combat. 

 1 Round of combat is 1 minute, so 10 rounds of combat in 1 turn. In combat, use armor-based move speeds. 
 

 Combat Rules p. 20 
 

 Initiative. Referee rolls 1d6, 1 player rolls 1d6 for the players. High roll goes first for the rest of the fight. 
o Ties go to the enemies. 
o If surprised, -2 on the initiative roll (one or both sides can be surprised.) 

 Actions. Move up to full speed (dictated by armor) and attack once a round.  
o Supernatural Efforts. Magic spells and miracles take a round to execute. No movement is possible. 

This includes turning undead, reading scrolls, imbibing potions, and commanding summoned things. 

 Hits and Damage. Roll 2d6 to attack. 9+ for 1 damage. (Fighters are +1 to hit.) Melee attacks have a 10’ range. 
o +1 Damage. Natural 12 roll does +1 damage. Heavy weapons do +1 damage. Dexterity ability allows 2 

weapon use, allowing +1 damage or 1 damage to 2 targets within 10’. 
o Death. A target reduced to 0 hit points dies. 

 

 Non-Combat Rules p. 22  
 

 Healing. p. 21 One day of rest heals 1 hit point.  
 

 Saving Throws. p. 21 Resist disease, poison, and trap effects. Roll 7+ on 2d6, adjusted by the referee. 
o Disease. Onset 1-3 days. Lose abilities not granted by magic, cannot heal normally. Lasts until cured. 
o Poison. 1-3 d6 hit points, either immediate or 1 a round. A Cure spell or miracle can halt this, but not 

cure damage already done. 
o Traps. Dwarves are +1 save against hazards, +2 against crafted devices. Effects have lots of variety. 

 Trying to disarm a trap takes 1d6 rounds. Failure always triggers it, and at least the one 
fiddling with it has to save vs. the effect, possibly others, depending on the trap. 

 

 Falling. 1d6 hits per 20’ fallen. Save for ½ damage. Climb 10’ a round, 20’ for thieves. 
 

 Swimming. All characters know how to swim, 20’ a round, 10’ in rough water. Plate mail or rough waters can 
require a roll once a round to avoid drowning, cumulative -1 per roll in heavy armor. -1 hit per failed save until 
drowning at 0 hp, armor/shield hp does not count to avoid drowning. 

 

 Non-Combat Actions. p. 22 Try something that an ability would normally allow. If you have the ability, 
difficulty 7. Otherwise, difficulty 9. The referee can adjust difficulty as appropriate, generally +/- 2 max. 

o Picking locks takes 1d6 rounds (minutes.) 
o Climb walls: 10’ a round (thieves, 20’). Swim: 20’ a round, rough waters 10’. Sneak: 20’ a round.  
o Searching for hidden doors/passages. Takes 1 round (minute) for 10x10 square. p. 65 

 1 in 6 to find it, 2 in 6 for dwarves and thieves. 
o Listening at doors takes 1d6 rounds (minutes.) p. 65 
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 Experience p. 26 
 

Treasure: 1 exp per 2 gp. Defeated foes, as below, with parenthesis for special abilities. Divide earned exp among 
the participating characters equally. Players decide how to distribute treasure. No exp for magic items. 
 

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6 Level 7 Level 8 Level 9 Level 10 

5 (+10) 10 (+10) 20 (+20) 30 (+20) 40 (+30) 50 (+30) 100 (+40) 200 (+40) 400 (+50) 800 (+50) 
  

 Optional Modifiers p. 69 
 

COMBAT—TARGET IS:  INITIATIVE  NON-COMBAT ACTIONS 

Partially Obscured -2  Surprised or unprepared -2  Nearly impossible -5 

Underwater -1  Heavily outnumbered -1  Conditions not ideal -3 

Outnumbered/Flanked +1  Elves in the party +1  Common task for character +1 
Retreating, prone, stunned +2     Ideal conditions, or simple +3 

 

 Henchmen & Hirelings p. 23 
 

Henchmen. 1d6 available in town. 10 gp hiring fee, room, board, and upkeep. Up to 3 per character. All neutral. 

 Men at Arms. No abilities, if they do have an ability, they cost double. 
o Archers. Leather armor, HP 7/+1, bow and dagger, 10 gp a week. 
o Footman. Chainmail, 8/+2, axe and dagger, 20 gp a week. 

 Porters. They have no ability. They only carry equipment and light sources. HP 6/0, club/dagger, 5 gp a week. 
 

 Weekly Morale Check p. 25 

Roll 1 for all a character’s 
henchmen, use only 1 
biggest modifier from these 
categories. (Guidelines) 

ACTIVITY PAYMENT TREATMENT  1D6 RESULT 
None, -2 Overdue, -2 Abusive, -2  1 Desertion/mutiny 

Little, -1 On time, +1 Fair/impartial, +1  2-3 Waning support 

Frequent, +2 Bonus/shares, +2 Caring/loyal, +2  4-6 Good morale 
 

Hirelings. Only found in larger cities, hiring fee can be negotiated, most sign on for a percentage. They do not 
count against the maximum allowed henchmen. They are subject to weekly morale checks. 

 Alchemists. Require lodging, a well-stocked lab, and 100 gp a week. Necessary to brew potions. Don’t travel. 

 Burglars. 5th level thieves. Hired for 1 adventure at a time for 10% share. Will steal from employers if possible. 

 Initiates. 3rd level magicians. Hired for 1 adventure at a time. 100 gp per spell cast and 10% of treasure. 
 

Beasts of Burden 
 

 Horses. 40 gp. Carry up to 1,000 coins weight. Ponies for little people. 20 gp. p. 36 
o Warhorses are the only horses that fight, they can wear armor, grant the rider +1 to first attack. 

Move 300’ per turn, will not enter dungeons. 50 gp. 
o Bit, bridle, saddlebags, and saddle cost 25 gp. p. 10 Feed for a week, 5 gp.  

 Mules. 10 gp. Carry up to 500 coins weight if outfitted for it. Only dwarves can ride them. Fine in dungeons. 
Stubborn, may resist commands on a 1 in 6. p. 39 

 

 Monster Basics p. 36 
 

An asterisk indicates there’s special abilities to refer to in the text description. 

 Attack. Maximum number of attacks. Specifics in description. 

 Level. Power of the enemy. +1 on combat to-hit roll per 3 levels (+1 at 3, +2 at 6, +3 at 9.) 1-3 hp per level. 

 Move. Expected mode of travel, ascend or descend at half listed speed, for flyers. 

 Side. Defaults to Neutral, especially for animals. Can be Lawful or Chaotic. 

 Size. Small (S) Medium (M) Large (L) or Huge (H). With physical attacks, Large do +1 damage, Huge do +2. 

 Number. Just a general guide. 

 Treasure. Rules on page 44. 
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 Divine Magic  p. 19 
 

Clerics begin play knowing the Heal and Cure spells. Casting a spell costs 1 Faith Point. Faith Points are regained at 
the rate of 1 per day of complete rest, prayer, and study.  
 

 Cure. Instant. Touch. Fix caster or one target’s disease. Works against slow-acting poison. No healing damage. 

 Heal. Instant. Touch, or hear scripture read aloud. Heal 1d6 hit points damage on caster or one target. Does 
not affect disease. +1 healed at level 3, +2 at 6, +3 at 9.  

 

Turn the Undead. Brandish holy symbol at undead up to cleric’s level, and roll a save. If successful, all undead of 
the cleric’s level or lower within 30’ will retreat (unless attacked.) One attempt can be made per encounter. 
 

 Arcane Magic 
 

Elves begin play with 3 spells known, chosen by the player. Elves learn 1 additional spell every 3 levels (4 at 3rd, 5 at 
6th, 6 at 9th) and always count as 1st level for determining range, duration, and effect. It costs 1 spell point and 1 full 
round to cast a spell, and 1 spell point is regained per full day of rest, study, and meditation. 
 

Magicians begin play with 3 spells known, chosen by the player. Magicians learn 1 additional spell every level. It 
costs 1 spell point and 1 full round to cast a spell, and 1 spell point is regained per full day of rest, study, and 
meditation. 
 

 Bolt. Instant. 60’. Call a lightning bolt. 1d6 hits on 1 target. +1 per 3 levels. Break door up to 5’, melt gold. 

 Call. Instant. Self. Send for the caster’s familiar. p. 15. Linked senses, 3 hp, summon once per session. 

 Calm. 1 turn/level. 30’. Pacify any number of normal animals. Attack breaks the spell, dooms future tries. 

 Cure. Instant. Touch. Treat a single target’s disease. Also slow poison. Not hit point damage. 

 Fade. 1 turn/level. Self. Move through walls at 20’ a round. Only affected by ethereal foes. Materializing in 
matter is lethal, but the spell can be extended by being re-cast while in the fade. 

 Fear. 1 turn/level. 30’. Panic any number of enemy targets. Not undead or over 3rd level. Hostile action against 
fleeing foes breaks the spell. 

 Find. Instant. Sight. Locate treasure within 1 mile. Like dowsing. Must have 500 gp value or 1 magic item. 
Concentrate to follow the spell, moves in straight lines, spell does not reveal nature of treasure or guardians. 

 Foil. Instant. 30’. Break a single non-magical weapon. 

 Gaze. 1d6 rounds. Sight. See through walls up to 10’ thick. Viewed targets can be targeted by spells. 

 Glow. 1 turn/level. 30’. Light a radius around the caster. Chaotic may reverse, blind attack at -3. Caster can see 
through dark, foes cannot. Can cast on caster to move along, or object or place. 

 Heal. Instant. Touch. Reverse injuries in a single target. Heal 1d6 hit points. 

 Hide. 1 turn/level. Self. Invisibility; enemies attack at -3. No effect on sound, smell, footprints, etc. 

 Know. 1d6 rounds. Touch. Learn the powers of any magic item. Can be used on 1 item a round. 

 Link. 1d6 rounds. Sight. Read the mind of a single target. Alignment, surface information. Can reverse to be a 
mind shield against magical intrusion. 

 Load. 1 turn/level. Touch. Double a target’s carrying capacity. 20 items, 2,000 coins. Gains Strength ability, or 
if they have it, +1 to Strength ability. 

 Mend. Instant. Touch. Magically fix normal equipment. 

 Mute. 1 turn/level. 30’. Radius of silence around the caster. If desired, those inside can hear each other.  

 Null. Instant. Touch. Reverse any spell or magical effect. Cancels active magical spell or attack. Can be used on 
enemy caster with a touch, higher level targets +1 on save. 

 Pass. Instant. Self. Move safely through locked doors. Can reverse to seal a door until magically opened. 

 Rise. 1 turn/level. Self. Fly in any direction at half speed. Stunned or knocked out, fall. 

 Ruin. Instant. 60’. Meteor swarm. 1 hit all enemies in 60’, save or retreat at ½ speed, or take another hit. 

 Send. Instant. Sight. 10 word psychic message. Does not translate. Target with Intelligence ability can reply. 

 Stun. 1d6 rounds. 30’. Immobilize 1 human-sized target. Fails on non-intelligent or non-living foes, target saves 
for ½ duration minimum 1 round. Those stunned don’t attack, +2 to hit for attackers, magic flying targets fall. 

 Ward. 1d6 rounds. Self. Ignore normal non-magical attacks. +1 round duration per 3 levels. May speak & cast.  
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